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To whom it may concern 

I worked with Mike Siebert of Affordable New Homes ( ANH ) in my previous job as Area Development Manager with Metropolitan Housing Trust, in the period 2004 -
2007. Part of my role was to redevelop redundant garage sites in Rushcliffe, Notts to provide family housing for rent,  and we had already developed a number of sites
with traditional houses when we were contacted by ANH who were promoting their range of standard energy efficient units. As one of the two directors, Mike was the
main contact for MHT during my work with them. 
I was impressed by ANHs designs and energy efficiency ideas and, after some negotiation, MHT contracted with them to develop an initial scheme of three houses at
Furness Close, West Bridgford - with a view to develop further sites if we were satisfied with the product. The Furness Close scheme was successfully handed over and
let - feedback from housing colleagues and tenants was very positive. In particular they appreciated the relatively simple sustainable design and spec. features which
made the houses comfortable to live in but which didnt rely on complicated technology.  The internal layouts of the houses were somewhat different to more standard
HA designs but worked well in practice and, in retrospect, were some of the best units we completed in Rushcliffe. 
Following the successful completion of Furness Close I started working on a number of additional schemes with ANH but I left MHT for my current post as they were
starting to work through to planning approval and start on site. As far as I know the additional schemes were completed but no further ones started as the funding for
affordable houses in Rushcliffe had been used up. 

Although I had some contact with his fellow director at ANH, Mike was the main contact I dealt with and, as an architect, he was closely involved with the planning
process, detailed design and progress on site. He was very committed to the principles of sustainable and energy efficient housing and had a lot of knowledge on the
subject but, unlike a lot of experts in this area, was also able to convert the ideas into practical and viable developmemts. I also found him straightforward and proactive
to work with and would recommend him as an architect/development partner for sustainable residential development. 

The above comments are based on my previous work at MHT, and not my current role at the LHA-ASRA Group. 

Regards, 

Mark Anslow
Programme Delivery Manager
LHA-ASRA Group
3 Bede Island Rd.
LEICESTER
LE2 7EA
Direct Dial 0116 2576737
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